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ABSTRACT Despite the ever-growing antibiotic resistance crisis, the rate at which
new antimicrobials are being discovered and approved for human use has rapidly
declined over the past 75 years. A barrier for advancing newly identified antibiotics
beyond discovery is elucidating their mechanism(s) of action. Traditional approaches,
such as affinity purification and isolation of resistant mutants, have proven effective
but are not always viable options for identifying targets. There has been a recent
explosion in research that relies on profiling methods, such as thermal proteome
profiling in bacteria, for better understanding the mechanisms of discovered antimi-
crobials. Here, we provide an overview of the importance of target deconvolution in
antimicrobial discovery, detailing traditional approaches, as well as the most recent
advances in methodologies for identifying antimicrobial targets.
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THE ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE CRISIS

Since the discovery of antibiotics, the number of deaths attributed to infectious dis-
ease has decreased by 70% (1). However, microorganisms have evolved powerful

mechanisms to cope with antibiotic exposure, and development of resistance to a sin-
gle antibiotic is nearly inevitable. In addition to acquired resistance, many microorgan-
isms are inherently resistant to many of the antibiotics available for treating infections.
As a result, antibiotic-resistant pathogens are responsible for at least 700,000 deaths
each year globally (1). Driven by factors such as misuse and overuse, the crisis is only
worsening, and the World Health Organization has classified antimicrobial resistance
as one of the top 10 global health threats faced by humanity (2). Despite decades of
worsening figures, there has been a well-documented decrease in new antibiotics in
the discovery pipeline, particularly of first-in-class antibiotics that target novel bacterial
processes (3, 4). In fact, since the identification of penicillin in 1928, there have been
only a few physiological processes targeted by antibiotics, and newly approved antibi-
otics are often derivatized versions of these major classes.

To address the urgent need for new antibiotics, researchers have turned to screen-
ing libraries of diverse natural and synthetic molecules, where two major screening
methodologies prevail (5, 6). In biochemical screening, molecules are tested for activity
against a validated bacterial target, such as an essential protein, so the target is well
established prior to the screen being conducted. However, there has been a recent
shift to phenotypic-based screening, where a parameter of cellular function is meas-
ured in response to screening molecules. An example includes identifying antimicro-
bial molecules that alter ATP synthesis, where the observed phenotype during screen-
ing is the concentration of intracellular ATP in bacterial cells (7). Disruption of
numerous cellular pathways could lead to reduced ATP, so experiments to reveal the
precise target(s) occur after lead molecules have been identified. Phenotypic-based
screens have uncovered promising antimicrobial agents, but a key hurdle for advanc-
ing these molecules in the development pipeline is this task of elucidating the molecu-
lar mechanisms of action (MOA) responsible for their activity. Also important for vali-
dating their use as therapeutics is determining whether antimicrobial agents target
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processes unrelated to their antimicrobial activity. Therefore, it is critical to have sound
methodologies for understanding both the targets (the precise binding partner of a
molecule) and MOAs (the broad physiological process they disrupt) of new antimicro-
bial agents.

IMPORTANCE OF MECHANISTIC INSIGHTS

Although not a requisite for FDA approval, understanding an antimicrobial’s MOA is
useful for its development beyond discovery (8–10). Clinical trials are both expensive
and cumbersome and are more likely to fail if mechanistic insight is lacking. For exam-
ple, a mechanistic insight can help predict the spectrum of activity across microorgan-
isms. This information can also be used to strategically derivatize molecules to lessen
host toxicity, increase affinity, or promote uptake. Methodologies for characterizing
MOAs include biochemical approaches, such as affinity chromatography or thermal
proteome profiling, which can both be used to detect direct protein-ligand interac-
tions (11–13). Genetic approaches, such as selecting and screening for resistance, are
also widely used, and with the advent of RNA sequencing, transcriptome changes can
be monitored to identify global expression patterns (14–16). Other methodologies rely
on generating antibiotic signatures for known antibiotics and comparing them to
those with unknown MOAs, for example, by generating morphological or metabolic
profiles (17–19). Each of these approaches, including discussions of their advantages
and shortcomings, is described below, and examples of their uses are cited where ap-
plicable (Table 1).

TRADITIONAL BIOCHEMICAL AND GENETIC APPROACHES
Effects on macromolecular synthesis. Most antibiotics can be classified into one

of a few categories based on the key biosynthetic processes they disrupt, such as those
that target DNA, RNA, proteins, or peptidoglycan synthesis. The effect of antimicrobials
on these macromolecular synthesis pathways can be measured to infer MOAs. This is
achieved through direct quantification of their biosynthesis, typically by measuring the
proportion of radiolabeled precursors incorporated over time into each of these struc-
tures in antimicrobial-treated cells (20, 21). For example, the MOA of teixobactin, a nat-
ural product that targets peptidoglycan synthesis in multidrug-resistant Gram-positive
bacteria, was discovered using this approach (22).

Approaches that classify an antimicrobial into a known MOA category have the
obvious drawback that they will not identify novel MOAs, i.e., ones that target new pro-
teins or pathways. It is also difficult to establish whether the changes in biosynthesis

TABLE 1 Summarized methodologies for elucidating MOAs

Approach Advantage(s) Disadvantage(s) References
Affinity chromatography Identifies direct biophysical interactions Requires ligand immobilization, detects

only high-affinity interactions,
requires abundant targets

24, 51, 52

Macromolecular synthesis Reliably identifies alterations in
macromolecular biosynthesis
pathways

Only classifies MOAs as disrupting
known macromolecular biosynthesis
pathways

22, 53

Resistance selection Does not require specialized equipment,
can identify precise target(s)

Resistance does not always easily arise,
resistance not always due to
mutations in target

27, 28, 54

Resistance screening Does not require specialized equipment,
can identify precise target(s), has
high-throughput capabilities

Limitations on genetic tools available
for some microorganisms

39, 44

Thermal proteome profiling Can identify precise target(s), does not
require ligand immobilization

Detects only high-affinity interactions,
high cost

13, 46

Signature methodologies Reliably classifies into broad MOA, has
high-throughput capabilities

Only identifies previously described
MOAs, can be time-consuming and
costly to generate a wide range of
signatures for known antibiotics

17, 18, 47, 55
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rates of known pathways are due to direct action of the antimicrobial or indirect effects
due to growth inhibition. Nevertheless, a time course experiment can often provide
valuable information that narrows down the MOA, which can be followed up with
more detailed studies.

Affinity chromatography. One of the most widely used purification methods, affin-
ity chromatography is a longstanding approach for identifying interactions between
antimicrobials and their targets. Notable uses include the discovery of penicillin’s inter-
action with penicillin-binding proteins and vancomycin’s binding to the D-Ala-D-Ala ter-
minus of peptidoglycan precursor lipid II (23–25). In affinity chromatography, ligands
of interest (i.e., the antimicrobial agent) are immobilized to a physical matrix, and pro-
teins are isolated from whole-cell extracts by binding to the immobilized ligand.
Subsequent washes remove nonbound components, and the molecule of interest is
eluted. Purified binding molecules are then identified using analytical methods such as
mass spectrometry. In addition to identifying targets responsible for a given molecule’s
activity, if there is sufficient binding, affinity purification can also be used to identify
undesired targets of antimicrobials.

Affinity chromatography is not without its limitations. For small molecules and other
antimicrobial agents, immobilization is typically achieved through creating a covalent
bond from a ligand functional group to a reactive matrix (11, 26). This often obstructs the
antimicrobial agent’s activity, rendering it ineffective for target pulldown. Affinity chroma-
tography also requires an abundance of target in the extract, which means it is not practi-
cal for agents that bind to low-abundance proteins. Additionally, affinity purification
requires fairly strong, long-lasting interactions between a ligand and its target(s). Due to
the often stringent wash steps, larger protein complexes can be disrupted, which makes
it more difficult to identify targets that are multiprotein complexes. Additionally, many
antibiotics do not target specific proteins but instead interact with other components of
the cell; for example, daptomycin targets the cytoplasmic membrane of Gram-positive
bacteria, and colistin targets the lipopolysaccharide of Gram-negative bacteria. Such tar-
gets would not be easily identified using affinity purification methods. Despite its limita-
tions, affinity purification is an attractive target deconvolution approach because it relies
on physical interactions to detect the direct molecular targets, which can be used to
rationally design antimicrobial derivatives.

Selecting for resistance. Bacteria are continuously evolving, so exposure to antibi-
otics will ultimately select for resistant mutant strains. While bacteria deploy an arsenal
of resistance mechanisms, a common one is genetic modification to the target itself.
This can be exploited to identify an antimicrobial’s molecular target by exposing bacte-
ria to an antimicrobial, selecting for resistance, and identifying causal mutations.
Typically, mutations will not only arise in the gene encoding the target but in the bind-
ing site itself, providing valuable information about important amino acids involved in
the interaction. It is also a valuable way to identify off-target binding (i.e., molecule
binding to proteins unrelated to the principal antimicrobial activity of the molecule.)
With the growing accessibility of bacterial whole-genome sequencing, this is one of
the most reliable approaches for determining an antimicrobial agent’s mechanism.

A well-characterized example of this is the identification of the target of rifampin, a
transcription-disrupting antibiotic. First shown in Mycobacterium tuberculosis, rifampin
resistance is attributed to single nucleotide polymorphisms in rpoB, the gene that enc-
odes the b-subunit of RNA polymerase (27). Also determined using resistance selection
was the target of bedaquiline, a diarylquinoline antibiotic that kills Mycobacterium tu-
berculosis. Bedaquiline-resistant strains exhibit readily identifiable mutations in the
gene encoding AtpE, a component of the F0 subunit of ATP synthase, leading research-
ers to uncover this as the target (28).

While selecting for resistance is generally straightforward, the variety of resistance
mechanisms means that resistance-conferring mutations can be unrelated to the direct
target. For example, a bacterium with an increased efflux of the molecule would
become resistant, but the mutations arising would not be in the direct target (29). In
such a case, one can select for resistant colonies at different compound concentrations,
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with the most resistant typically having mutations in the target. Additionally, resistance
does not always easily arise, which may be an enticing feature for antimicrobial devel-
opment but complicates target identification using selection-based methodologies.
Fortunately, there are approaches for increasing resistance rates, thereby increasing
the chance that a favorable mutation (or sets of mutations) will arise in the genome.
Ethyl methane sulfonate is commonly used to induce guanine alkylation, increasing re-
sistance frequency to antibiotics such as rifampin by approximately 4 orders of magni-
tude (30). Furthermore, serially passaging cultures at a fixed concentration can select
for slow-growing resistant cells, and exposure to increasing concentrations over time
can lead to the evolution of resistant strains (31). It should be noted that antibiotic con-
centration in such experiments can impact the mechanism of resistance (32). Methods
may still fail to give rise to selectable resistance, especially in cases where the targets
are highly conserved structures. In cases where resistance does not readily arise,
screening for resistance in large genetic libraries may be more fruitful.

Resistance screening. There are many large-scale mutant libraries available for com-
monly used bacterial species, which, in combination with high-throughput capabilities,
allow for implementation of large-scale resistance screens. These tools can be used to elu-
cidate antimicrobial targets in the absence of easily selectable mutants, namely, by prob-
ing the susceptibility of library strains to molecules of interest. Deletion libraries, such as
the Keio collection in Escherichia coli or the Nebraska transposon mutant library in
Staphylococcus aureus, can be screened to identify disruptions that lead to an altered
response to an antimicrobial agent (33, 34). For example, Nichols et al. screened an E. coli
single-gene deletion library for phenotypic changes in response to numerous well-known
antibiotics, allowing for novel insights into MOAs (35). Similarly, transposon sequencing
can be used for this same purpose (36). For example, Geisinger et al. utilized transposon
sequencing to screen Acinetobacter baumannii mutants for antibiotic susceptibility across
a wide range of antibiotics (37).

Deletion libraries, however, do not contain strains with disruptions of essential genes
unless the gene is conditionally essential, i.e., the environmental conditions influence
the essentiality of a gene, or unless additional mutations are present that suppress the
deletion phenotype. Therefore, if a molecule targets an essential protein, as most antimi-
crobials do, it would not be uncovered using a collection of gene deletion strains. To cir-
cumvent this, overexpression libraries, such as the E. coli ASKA library, can be used to
identify high-copy suppressors of growth inhibition (38). For example, Pathania et al. uti-
lized a high-expression clone library for essential genes in E. coli and found that overex-
pression of LolA, a protein involved in lipoprotein trafficking, led to resistance to a novel
antimicrobial agent, MAC13243 (39). Likewise, with the introduction of CRISPR technol-
ogy, CRISPR interference libraries have been successful in identifying essential targets. In
contrast to overexpression libraries, libraries in which essential genes are depleted via
decreased expression or function (termed hypomorphs) can be screened for increased
sensitivity to the antibiotics (40). There are several examples in which this methodology
has proven successful, including work identifying targets in Mycobacterium tuberculosis
and Staphylococcus aureus (41–43). A drawback to screening methodologies is that while
these libraries exist for numerous bacterial species, many still lack genetic tools to carry
out such experiments (44). Despite this, isolating resistant mutants through either mu-
tant screening or selection offers a straightforward approach for identifying antimicrobial
targets, and it remains one of the most widely used methods to date.

RECENT ADVANCES: A SHIFT TO PROFILING METHODOLOGIES
Thermal proteome profiling. First described in human cells, thermal proteome

profiling (TPP) has revolutionized drug target identification. Its basis relies on a classic
thermodynamics principle—the thermal stability of a protein increases when bound to
ligand. Several thermal shift methodologies, including the cellular thermal shift assay
(CETSA), utilize this principle to characterize protein interactions (12, 45). However,
when combined with multiplexed quantitative mass spectrometry using tandem mass
tags, TPP’s advantage is that it enables a proteome-wide view of thermal stability.
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TPP is performed by heating aliquots of a cell culture to a range of temperatures in
the presence and absence of the ligand of interest (i.e., the antimicrobial agent). The
original protocol for performing this technique in E. coli utilizes 10 different tempera-
tures, and for each temperature, the proteome is characterized quantitatively using
mass spectrometry (45). An antimicrobial binding to a target would increase the melt-
ing temperature, leading to increased stability, while proteins not bound to ligand
would denature and sediment at the same temperature. Therefore, proteins that ex-
hibit increased stability in the presence of the antimicrobial agent are target candi-
dates (Fig. 1A).

In 2018, the first proof-of-principle study published for bacteria was used to confirm
the targets of two antibiotics with previously characterized targets. In ampicillin-
treated cultures, TPP successfully identified a few proteins with increased stability,
including the known penicillin binding protein targets; it also identified resistance-
mediating b-lactamases, highlighting that it can successfully identify binding partners
other than the direct target (45). Likewise, when treated with ciprofloxacin, a DNA
gyrase-targeting antibiotic, the GyrB subunit of DNA gyrase was thermally stabilized.
Though new, this technology has already been used to successfully detect targets for
novel antimicrobial agents. SCH-79797, a broad-spectrum antimicrobial identified
through a high-throughput growth inhibition screen, was found to shift the thermal
stability of dihydrofolate reductase, and subsequent experiments confirmed this was
indeed its target (13). TTP was also used to detect the target of the antiparasitic agent
ENH1, where it identified thermal shifts of calcium-dependent protein kinase 1
(CDPK1) in Toxoplasma (46).

FIG 1 Novel approaches rely on profiling methodologies. (A) In thermal proteome profiling, cultures are heated to a range of
temperatures in the presence and absence of the ligand of interest. Cells are then lysed, and the soluble fraction is collected and
subjected to multiplexed quantitative mass spectrometry using tandem mass tags. Profiles for each protein characterized are then be
compared in the presence and absence of the antimicrobial agent to identify those with altered thermal stability. Proteins with increased
thermal stability in the presence of the antimicrobial are likely the target protein. (B) In methodologies relying on antibiotic signatures,
bacterial cultures are exposed to antibiotics with known MOAs and a phenotypic response, such as (i) gene expression, (ii) metabolite
concentration, or (iii) cellular morphology, is recorded. The responses of cultures treated with antibiotics with unknown MOAs are then
compared to those with known MOAs. For transcriptomic and metabolomic data, this typically includes generating clusters of
differentially expressed genes or metabolites to infer MOA. For cytological profiling, bacterial morphological profiles are established.
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Like affinity chromatography, TPP has the advantage of detecting direct biophysical
interactions to identify direct targets, that is, the binding partner of the agent that ulti-
mately leads to cell death, as well off-targets, any interactions that take place but are
unrelated to the antimicrobial action. Unlike affinity chromatography, however, TPP
does not require immobilization of the agent, and the binding of target to ligand
occurs in intact cells. While evidence of its utility in target identification is apparent,
TPP requires specialized equipment and technical expertise, leading to high cost. It
may also have difficulty identifying low-affinity interactions. For example, with cipro-
floxacin, an insignificant thermal shift of the GyrA subunit of DNA gyrase occurred de-
spite there being a well-characterized interaction between the two (45). Additionally,
like affinity purification, TPP can only recognize protein targets, and not all antibiotics
target proteins. Nevertheless, though still in its infancy, it is gaining traction as a stead-
fast method for accurately identifying targets of antimicrobial agents.

Antibiotic signatures. In methodologies relying on antibiotic signatures, pheno-
typic parameters are established for bacteria treated with antibiotics, and the antimi-
crobial in question is compared to those with established mechanisms (Fig. 1B). Rather
than reporting on the precise target, it identifies am MOA category based on profiles
of antibiotics with known MOAs. Described below are profiling examples based on
transcriptomes, metabolomes, and cellular morphology.

(i) Antibiotic signatures: bacterial cytological profiling. Bacteria treated with dif-
ferent antimicrobials display a wide range of morphological changes dependent on
their MOA. By staining distinct cellular features in antibiotic-exposed bacteria, morpho-
logical profiles can be established for antibiotics with known MOAs and then com-
pared to those generated by exposure to antibiotics with unknown mechanisms. For
example, in the work pioneering bacterial cytological profiling (BCP), cellular mem-
branes and DNA were stained with FM4-64 and DAPI (49,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole),
respectively, and morphological characterization of these two structures after antibi-
otic exposure established five major categories of inhibitors, including those that dis-
rupt biosynthesis of DNA, RNA, protein, peptidoglycan, and lipids (17). Within these
five categories, the authors were also able to distinguish subcategories, including, for
example, three subcategories of protein synthesis inhibitors.

In its founding study, BCP was used to determine the MOA for spirohexenolide A, a
natural product with broad-spectrum activity against bacteria, as well as human cells.
Spirohexenolide A’s cytology profile closely resembled that of nisin, an antibiotic that
binds lipid II, forming membrane pores and inhibiting cell wall synthesis, thereby col-
lapsing the proton motive force in susceptible bacteria (17). Follow-up assays demon-
strated that both spirohexenolide A and nisin led to permeabilization of the E. coli
membrane and collapsed proton motive forces, suggesting cytological profiling accu-
rately classified spirohexenolide A’s mechanism. It was also used to identify the MOA
for nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory (NSAIDs) antibiotics, such as carprofen and flufe-
namic acid (18). Contrary to a recent study characterizing the bacterial target of NSAID
antibiotics as DnaA, BCP found morphological changes in B. subtilis consistent with
membrane disrupters, highlighting its utility in identifying off-target effects on bacte-
rial physiology.

BCP can easily be performed in high throughput, where generating antibiotic pro-
files can be quite efficient. As with other methodologies that rely on antibiotic signa-
tures, a drawback is its inability to identify MOAs not previously characterized. There
have been attempts to circumvent this, including the advent of rapid inhibition profil-
ing (RIP), which generates morphological profiles based on degradation of essential
proteins, rather than exposure to antibiotics, has proven effective (18). Using RIP, pro-
files of new antibiotics can be compared to the profiles of those with degraded essen-
tial proteins to identify targets and pathways involved in inhibition.

(ii) Antibiotic signatures: global transcriptome profiling. Using DNA microarrays
and RNA sequencing, gene expression studies have enabled glimpses into the
response of bacteria to antibiotic (47–49). Like with morphology in bacterial cytological
profiling, transcriptome signatures can be generated across a wide range of antibiotics
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to experimentally classify an unknown antimicrobial’s MOA. Many of these studies
have established that transcriptomic changes are often not directly related to an anti-
microbial’s target because exposure to a given antimicrobial leads to global effects
that are dependent on both duration of exposure and molecule concentration. Since
gene expression changes are often representative of downstream adaptations, bacteria
treated with known antibiotics tend to have global expression profiles that cluster to-
gether. Additionally, transcriptome profiling is not effective at identifying mechanisms
for first-in-class antibiotics, and unless the organism of interest already has antibiotic
profiles generated for it, profiles will need to be experimentally generated.

(iii) Antibiotic signatures: metabolomic fingerprinting. Like cytological and tran-
scriptomic profiling, metabolic fingerprinting relies on generating metabolomic pro-
files of antibiotic-treated bacteria using various spectroscopic method methods, such
as mass spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, or Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (19, 50). This approach offers a powerful and high-throughput
tool for rapidly classifying MOAs. For example, metabolomic fingerprinting was used to
build profiles of Mycobacterium smegmatis upon treatment with 62 antimicrobial
agents with known MOAs. Using these profiles, over 100 antimycobacterial molecules
with unknown mechanisms were able to successfully be classified among these cate-
gories, highlighting its ability to be used to generate an abundance of information for
molecules in which we are deficient in mechanistic data (50).

CONCLUSIONS

There is a profound lack of new antibiotics being employed to combat multidrug-
resistant bacteria. Several recent studies have detailed the discovery of promising anti-
microbial compounds, but these molecules rarely advance to clinical use. For many of
these molecules, we do not have a clear understanding of their targets, which signifi-
cantly hinders them from proceeding in the development pipeline and gaining regula-
tory approval. Recent publications have described novel approaches to confront the
problem of characterizing a molecule’s MOA, especially for those in which traditional
approaches fail. There has been a general shift to using profiling methodologies. Here,
we provided an outline of these novel approaches, along with a brief overview of
established methodologies.
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